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Ours and literature data on influence of replacement of deuterium by
protium in complex organic molecules on nonradiative triplet—singlet transition rates are discussed from the standpoint of the inductive-resonant theory
of this process. It has been shown that the extent to which the protium introduction in molecule affects the nonradiative rate depends on distance between protium atom and the vibronic molecular oscillator of triplet—singlet
transition and on π-electronic density near-by protium.
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1. Introduction

Over the course of the past 70 years, the mechanism of nonradiative transitions between electronic levels of complex organic molecules in condensed phase
was the most intriguing problem for those interested in luminescence, spectroscopy,
photochemistry, and photobiophysics. As Prof. S.I. Vavilov wrote: "The most difficult thing is not so much to explain luminescence in the condensed phase as, vice
versa, to account for the lack of luminescence in so many molecules" [1]. In spite
of the great progress in this field during the last 30 years the scientists are still far
from final decision of the problem.
Nonradiative deactivation of electronic excitation can take place by means of
physical or chemical mechanisms. Under the physical mechanism, the only result of
deactivation of a molecular electronic excitation is the transition to a lower-energy
electronic state and the transformation of the released energy first to vibrational
energy and then to thermal one. Deactivation by the chemical mechanism results
in final or intermediate chemical products differing from the initial compound.
*The results of this paper were initially presented at The Jabłoński Centennial Conference
on Luminescence and Photophysics, July 23-27, 1998, Toruń, Poland.
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Typical examples of chemical deactivation mechanisms are photoisomerization and
electron transfer. In this paper we shall discuss a physical mechanism only.
There are both radiative and nonradiative transitions between three levels
of the Jabłoński Diagram for complex organic molecules [2, 3]. It was shown in
the paper of one of the authors and of Lubimtzev in the proceedings devoted to
Fifty Years of the Jabłoński Diagram [4] that nonradiative transitions between high
excited levels of complex molecules occur at extremely high rates knr(Sn —Sn -1) =
10 12 -10 14 s -1 . In the given report we shall consider, on the contrary, mechanism of
the slowest nonradiative transitions from the lowest metastable triplet levels to the
ground levels. The rates of this process in the luminescent molecules knr(T1 —S0)
are (105—l0-2 s-1).
The mechanism of nonradiative transitions has been considered in a few
monographs [5, f6] and in some chapters of different books on spectroscopy, luminescence, and photochemistry [7-9].
We try to show the possibility of the inductive-resonant theory of nonradiative transitions to describe the regularities of such processes. At first the validity
of the theory was proved by us for nonradiative transitions of lanthanide ions in
solutions [10]. Subsequently it was proved for transition metal ions and then it
was extended with the clauses to complex organic molecules [11]. Now we shall
return to the last mentioned problem and shall put forward additional arguments
in favor of this expansion.
Most of the theories of nonradiative transitions takes the operator of nonadiabaticity (∂H/∂Q) as a perturbation which induces the nonradiative transition. In
some papers spin-orbit operator (H SO ) is taken as such perturbation for the cases of
intersystem crossing. Henry and Siebrand [12] suppose that for intersystem crossing in molecules the sum of these two operators must be taken into consideration
in the general case. They suppose also that for different molecules nonadiabaticity operator or spin-orbit operator may predominantly define the magnitude of
matrix element for intersystem crossing. The authors of Refs. [11-13] pointed out
that the consideration of only vibrational part of matrix element of nonradiative
transitions allows one to account for the effect of full deuteration of molecules on
k nr , but such consideration cannot explain the k nr dependence on position of atoms
substituted in molecules and cannot explain the difference in k nr magnitude for
transitions from triplet sublevels under low temperatures. Henry and Siebrand [12]
are of the opinion that only the inclusion of HsO operator and consideration of electronic term consisting of one-center integrals allows one to explain the locality of
effects because the largest matrix element is encountered when the highest local
π-electron density coincides with the largest local out-of-plane amplitude of C—H
vibration.
In this paper we suggest alternative explanation of substitutent effect. The
inductive-resonant theory of nonradiative transitions [13] predicts all nonradiative
transition regularities and k nr magnitudes in themselves for lanthanide and transition metal ions in condensed matter and a number of regularities for organic
molecules [11, 13]. Under some assumptions the inductive-resonant theory is able
to account for the difference in the influence of substitutents on kir for T1 —S0
transitions as will be shown below.
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The assumptions used by the inductive-resonant theory are:
(1) In the most of organic molecules vibrations may be divided into two separate groups: high-frequency strongly anharmonic stretching vibrations, such as
C—H, C—D, N—H, N—D, O—H, O—D, which form a vibrational spectrum of molecules
in the overtone region, the spectrum which overlaps the phosphorescence spectrum
of molecule and vibrations forming vibronic spectrum of molecules, such as C-C,
C=O, C—N. This assumption allows us to calculate a vibrational matrix element
through an integral of overlapping of phosphorescence spectrum and vibrational
spectrum of molecules. Such approach allows us to take into account simultaneously displacement and distortion of adiabatic potential under excitation for vibrations forming phosphorescence spectrum and anharmonicity of high-frequency
vibrations.
(2) The existence of Coulombic interaction between vibronic oscillator of
phosphorescent transition and high-frequency vibrational oscillator is supposed
and as a result of it, it is also supposed that for each atom of molecule the interaction of vibronic oscillator localized on it is the most for the high-frequency
vibrations nearest to it and it is the most also if local electronic density is the
highest for this atom.
(3) A small displacement of H-atom under its vibrations and a small displacement of electronic density under excitation in comparison with the distance
between C and H-atoms allow us to make the expansion of their Coulombic interaction in a power series in multipoles and to restrict our consideration to
dipole—dipole approximation. Thus we obtain Förster formula for interaction of
vibronic and vibrational oscillator.
In accordance with such approach the nonradiative transitions in molecules
occur due to interaction with high-frequency stretching vibrations (but not with
out-of-plane) and these vibrations take the marked part of excitation energy and
therefore, it is reasonable to name them promoting - accepting vibrations and another type of vibrations which form vibronic spectrum and take a certain part of
energy to name accepting vibrations. In condensed phase, the surplus of vibrational
energy dissipates rapidly in the environment [14]. The suggested scheme is given
in Fig. 1.
Such approach may be proved and based quantum mechanically on usual
consideration of the process. The computation of k nr in many systems is based on
the following assumptions: (a) The adiabatic approximation is correct; (b) Adiabatic wave functions are not eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian H of the
system. Therefore, the nonadiabatic operator V is responsible for nonradiative
transitions between different adiabatic electronic states. This operator has only
nondiagonal (in electronic quantum numbers) nonzero matrix elements; (c) Interferential effects between different channels of nonradiative transitions are neglected. This allows the total rate k nr of transitions between triplet and ground
states to be written as a sum of partial transition probabilities; (d) It is supposed
that the excited electronic state is characterised by the equilibrium distribution
over vibrational sublevels during the entire period of nonradiative transition. This
is possible if the vibrational relaxation rate significantly exceeds that of the nonradiative T1—S0 transition; (e) The vibrational wave function is represented as
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Fig. 1. Diagram of levels for illustration of the inductive-resonant theory of nonradiative transitions from the lowest excited triplet level of complex organic molecules. Bold
horizontal lines are electronic levels, thin horizontal lines are vibronic and vibrational
levels. The left hand side of the scheme represents vibronic levels of molecule excited
under electronic transition (e.g. as a rule C—C skeletal vibrations, C=O valent vibrations, etc. named by us as accepting vibrations). The right hand side shows levels of
the highest-frequency strong anharmonic vibrations of the same molecule (e.g. C—H(D),
O—H(D), N—H(D) stretching vibrations) which we call promoting-accepting vibrations.
Vertical dashed lines denote electronic-vibrational inductive-resonant (Förster's type)
energy transfer responsible for the nonradiative transitions. Excess vibrational energy
of molecule dissipates fast in vibrational relaxation [14].

the product of wave functions of normal vibrations. These assumptions should be
supplemented with the formulated above division of vibrations into two groups:
promoting-accepting and accepting. Under such assumption Franck—Condon term
may be written as a usual overlapping integral of phosphorescence spectrum and
vibrational absorption and k nr can be written as

where U(r, Q) is the Coulomb energy of electron—nucleus interaction, Qk is nuclear coordinates of promoting-accepting vibrations, the bar denotes averaging
over promoting-accepting vibrations, f (E) is the normalised electronic-vibrational
phosphorescence spectrum of molecule, σ( ) is the cross-section of vibrational absorption of promoting-accepting vibrations in the same molecule.
Under calculation of the electronic matrix element (φ 0 |∂U/∂Q|φ1) one
may confine oneself to the dipole approximation
E
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Here, k r is the radiative transition rate of phosphorescence in electric dipole approximation, n is the refractive index of the medium, v is the wave numbers,
NA is Avogadro number, R is the effective distance between the vibronic and
promoting-accepting vibrational oscillators, IPh (v) is the phosphorescence spectrum normalised to a unit area, εvib(V) is the molar decimal extinction coefficient
of promoting-accepting vibrations, κ 2 is the orientation factor.
2. Results and discussion
A number of consequences follows from the inductive-resonant theory of
nonradiative transitions:
(1) The value of k nr for T,-80 transition of different molecules should be
directly proportional to the integral of overlapping of a phosphorescence spectrum normalized to the unit area and a vibrational spectrum of absorption of
promoting-accepting vibrations, provided: kr, κ 2 and a distance between T1—S0
transition oscillator and groups, responsible for promoting-accepting vibrations, do
not vary. An increase in this distance results in reduction of k nr . At an identical
height of a triplet level, k nr will be greater, when the phosphorescence spectrum
is wider (slower decrease towards small frequencies). Hence it follows that the influence of deuteration of the molecule on k nr is larger when a phosphorescence
spectrum is located at large frequencies (do not confuse with the deuteration influence on τph , which is the greatest when T1 level is located at 20 000 cm -1 ).
(2) If the multiple expansion of interaction operator is invoked and dipole—
dipole approximation is true, the proportionality of k nr and rate constant of appropriate radiative. transition (k r ) should be expected. Indeed, the experimental facts
confirm this assumption. Examination of halogennaphthalene derivatives which
have approximately identical energy of triplet level gives an example of validity
of such prediction. Indeed, k r is enhanced~200 times from 1- chloronaphthalene
to 1-iodonaphthalene, and simultaneously k nr is increased approximately in the
same manner. Additional evidence of k r and k nr proportionality provides analysis
of temperature dependence of T1—S0 transition rates for Ru(bpy)3+ complexes in
ethanol solution. It is shown that in the range of 2-77 K phosphorescence decay is
varied from 230 up to 6 μs, but phosphorescence yield is not changed. The deuteration of complex results in an identical variation of τp h and phosphorescence yield
which points out that in this system k nr and k r are varying in exactly parallel
manner [15]. Data on rate constants of radiative and nonradiative transitions from
individual sublevels of triplet states of a number of molecules collected in paper [13]
also demonstrate the approximate parallelism of k nr and k r . The exact proportionality of k nr and k r cannot be achieved for the last case because radiative transitions
from individual sublevels of triplet state have different orientations about molecule
and as a result, have different interactions with promoting-accepting vibrations.
The idea of proportionality between a rate constant of nonradiative T1—S0 transition in a molecule and a rate constant competing with its radiative transition
is not pertinent only to our works [7, 11, 13] but can also be found in other
articles [16, 17].
Thus though the direct comparison of the sizes of an electronic shell, vibrating groups of atoms and distances between them does not permit an expansion of
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Coulombic interaction of electrons and nuclea in terms of multipoles, the observed
proportionality k or and k r is an argument in favor of applicability of d—d approach
to these systems. If it is possible we must compare the distance between electronic shell and promoting-accepting group with the amplitude of displacement of
electronic shell and light atom of promoting-accepting group, i.e., with essentially
smaller sizes.
The useful information on localization of vibronic transition and kor dependence on distance between vibronic and vibrational oscillators is obtained from
analysis of contribution of various promoting-accepting groups of molecule in knr
value. The information is obtained from comparison of influence of substitution
of deuterium for protium in various positions of molecules on phosphorescence
TABLE I
The influence of replacement of deuterium by protium in substituted
naphthalenes on rate constants of nonradiative T1 —S0 transitions, in
ethanol and ethanol-d 6 , 77 K [18, 19].
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TABLE II
The contribution from replacement of deuterium by protium in different places of
biphenyl (B) molecule to the rate constants of T 1 —> Sononradiative transitions (solutions in EPA at 77 K [201).

decay. Tables I, II and III provide data on the contribution of different protonated
groups in naphthalene, biphenyl and anthracene derivatives to the rate constants
of T1 —S0 nonradiative transitions [18-25]. We have tried to estimate the change of
magnitude of a rate constant of nonradiative T1-S0 transition (k' .natreplc)mnr
in a molecule of a separate deuterium atom by protium atom. The naphthalene
and biphenyl derivatives were selected because their phosphorescence decay depends strongly on replacement of a deuterium by protium. Table I summarises the
rate at replacement of D- by H-atom in naphthalene ring with k' nr at replacement in naphthalene substituting group (NH2, OH and CHO (aldehyde group)).
Under examination of the data exhibited in Table I we notice that the protium inrate
knr
troduction
into the above-mentioned substituents stronger influences the
constant than the introduction of H into naphthalene ring. The special attention
attracts the very strong influence of the replacement of D by H in aldehyde group
of naphthaldehyde on the knr .. And these results are not surprising from the position of the inductive-resonant theory. It is necessary to notice that the introduction of aldehyde group in the naphthalene ring weakly influences the position and
structure of phosphorescence spectrum. Mutual analysis of 1-naphthylamine and
1-naphthylammonium phosphorescence spectra and their N—H(D) groups influence
on knr shows that the decrease in NH-groups participation in π-conjugation (NH3
group
knr compared with NH2) diminishes their contribution to
. And these results
are not surprising from the position of the inductive-resonant theory because N
and O atoms take an active part in π-conjugation and N—H and O—H groups cannot
be considered as groups remote from the region of vibronic transition localization.
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TABLE III
The phosphorescence decay of partially deuterated naphthalenes (N) and
anthracenes (A) at 77 K and the contribution in knr from separate C—H

bond (k'nr)•

Table II gives the k'nr. values at H introduction in different positions of
biphenyl molecule. The ki r values for different positions in biphenyl molecule are
arranged in the following way. The greatest value has ki r for 4, 4' positions. The
lesser value has k'nr for 2, 2', 6, 6' positions and the least value has Ę, for 3, 3', 5, 5'
positions. The ratio between the magnitude of k'nr of 4, 4' and 3, 3', 5, 5' positions
is equal to four.
The results of investigation of influence of replacement of D-atom with
H-atom in different positions of naphthalene and anthracene rings are collected
in Table III. Again there is the difference of substitution in different positions
of these molecules. The strongest effect is observed for H in 1,4,5,8 positions of
naphthalene ring and in 9,10 positions of anthracene ring. The distinctions are less
than for biphenyl but reasonably determinable. The 1,4,5,8 positions in naphthalene and 9,10 positions in anthracene have the greatest chemical activity. There is
the correlation between influence of H-substitution on k nr and NMR chemical shift
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of proton in this position. The values of NMR chemical proton shift (S, millionth
part) are in naphthalene: position 1 — 7.81, position 2 — 7.46; in anthracene:
position 9 — 8.31, position 1 — 7.91 and position 2 — 7.39 [26].
3. Conclusion
As was mentioned before, consideration of vibrational matrix element of
transition allows us to account for the total deuteration effect but cannot explain
the affect of position of substituting groups on this effect and the difference of knr
magnitudes for sublevels of triplet states. These two facts are explained by both
Henry—Siebrand and inductive-resonant theories, therefore, both interpretations
use partly the similar assumptions. Henry and Siebrand take Hso as the main perturbating factor, the inductive-resonant theory uses the first term of expansion in
power series of the operator of electron—phonon interaction and is confined oneself
to the dipole approximation. According to the last theory, spin-orbit interaction
is taken into account in electronic matrix element and it leads to a direct proportionality of k or and k r in those systems where the change of spin-orbit interaction
does not lead to the change of vibrational matrix element. Thus both theories may
account for the difference in k nr for transitions from different sublevels of triplet
states. In order to account for the position-dependent deuterium effect, both theories take into account the electronic density distribution in molecules, but as before
in Ref. [12], H so is considered as the main operator, responsible for the combining of the π-electronic cloud with CH-out-of-plane bending vibrations and on this
basis substitution effect is accounted. The inductive-resonant theory also takes
into account the electronic density distribution in molecules, the participation of
substitutent groups in π-conjugation, but as before it considers the interaction of
electronic or more precisely vibronic oscillator with CH, NH, OH-high-frequency
stretching vibrations. It ought to note that the interaction just with these vibrations defines the magnitude of k or for metal ions in solutions. Both theories
predict that the increase in π-electronic density on C, N and 0-atoms leads to the
increase in the participation of this local center in nonradiative transition. The prediction of the inductive-resonant theory is based on the fact that the parameter
R (the distance between vibronic oscillator and oscillator of local vibration) depends on electronic density distribution and mutual orientation of oscillators. The
participation of substituting groups such as NH, OH in π-conjugation leads to the
diminution of distance between oscillators of vibronic and vibrational (NH, OH)
transitions.
As a summary it should be pointed out that there is no necessity to consider
several interaction operators for description of all data for nonradiative transitions
of different molecules and metal ions but the possibility exists to confine oneself to
the consideration of only inductive-resonant interaction of vibronic and vibrational
oscillators.
Inasmuch as replacement of deuterium by protium and introduction of substituents have no marked influence on the phosphorescence spectrum position but
have strong influence on nonradiative rate of T1—S0 transition, it is evident that
only taking into account the direction of transition moment of vibronic and vibrational transitions as well as the conjugation of substituting group with ring
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allows us to explain all data for partially protonated molecules. Thus these data
confirm the necessity of taking into account the factors of the distance and mutual orientation between vibronic and vibrational oscillators that correlates with
inductive-resonant theory of nonradiative transitions.
The authors gratefully acknowledge financial support from Russian Fund of
Basic Investigations grant No. 97-03-32398.
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